IT TAKES BRAINS
TO BUILD A MOWER THIS RUGGEDLY EFFICIENT.
By relentlessly and methodically driving out inefficiencies in
our mowers and the process we’ve developed to build them,
we’re the smart choice from the very beginning. Every mower
we build starts with an order from your dealer. Once entered,
a whole chain of events begin to take place, beginning with
the serial number attached to a frame. From there, the mower
is scanned and tracked completely through our internallycreated computer systems. Any components for assembly
are prepared and stocked accordingly as the mower moves
down our assembly lines. Our integrated companion shipping
program is already slotting a spot on one of our custom
shipping trailers, adjusting the lines in order to stock full

OUR ORANGE IS TWICE AS POPULAR. We maintain two of the most
sophisticated powder-coat lines in ANY industry. These systems fuse our
orange color right into the steel, for durable, long-lasting protection. These
systems run virtually day and night to keep up with demand.
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IN UNDER A MINUTE, a new Bad Boy Mower drives off the line. To keep up

with the pace of demand, each mower is tracked during the build stage with
our proprietary software (developed in-house). Parts and components are
automatically ordered and re-stocked to prevent delays in assembly.

OUR PARTS AND ACCESSORIES BUSINESS is larger than some mower
manufacturers. And we’re just as efficient in squeezing out savings for
our customers here as we are everywhere else. In fact, most orders go
out the very same day in which they’re placed.

AND BRAWN
trailer loads faster. Everyone
from fabrication and welding to
assembly and inspection has a
say-so in the process of designing
and building our mowers. So
while Bad Boy Mowers may
be rugged, simple
to operate and
maintain, there’s
plenty of home
grown smarts that
go into making
them that way.

TECHNOLOGY EQUALS SAVINGS even in our parts and shipping

departments. Our parts deliveries are optimized for savings with our
sophisticated CubiScan System. It measures and weighs the exact
dimensions of the boxes to increase time savings and shipping accuracy.

TOUCH AND GO MOWER SHIPPING is at our fingertips. Our integrated

software, developed in-house, automatically loads our trailers for the most
efficient delivery routes for our drivers. This software has saved us millions in
fuel costs over the last few years, and gets your mower to you faster.

SHIPS OUT, READY TO MOW. No stock boy assembly required. With our

customized shipping trailers, (built ourselves, too) we drive them up on two
levels and they’re ready to mow as soon as we drive them off. It’s the last
step in the process of controlling our costs so we can deliver you more value.
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FEATURE RICH AND VALUE PACKED FOR
SO YOU CAN MOW LIKE THE PRO YOU ARE. We pack more in our
mowers so you can get more out of them. It doesn’t matter if you

maintain. Every part is within easy reach for servicing and clean-up. And since

choose our commercial or residential models, every Bad Boy

we couldn’t think of a worse environment you’d want to put overly sensitive

shares the same heavy-duty, last-a-lifetime construction. Our

electronics, gadgets, gimmicks and doohickeys than a commercial lawn cutting

reputation rests on our all-steel ‘heavier-duty than they have

environment, you won’t find any of it on a Bad Boy. What you will find are

to be’ cut and welded rails. And before any mower leaves

innovations in cut quality, comfort and power. Even under the toughest mowing

our plant, we give it a spin for quality first with our 112 point

conditions, a Bad Boy Mower will perform better, keep you more comfortable

factory inspection. It takes longer to build a mower like ours

for longer and last for more seasons—providing an even greater value over time.

than to stamp one out, but it’s the only way to guarantee that

It’s not complicated to understand why we’re the fastest growing zero-turn

we won’t just out-mow the competition, we’ll outlast it as well.

mower company on the planet—we’re simply a better built mower.

BETTER BELTS AND PULLEYS at the heart of all the action maintain cut
quality, even when powering through wet, thick or tall grass. Driving our
heavy-duty, self-lubricated and maintenance-free spindles, you’re all set to
grind out a great cut—season after season.
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IT’S SIMPLE. REALLY. It takes a lot of ingenuity to keep a mower this easy to

POWERED TO PERFORM. High performance has been a day-one feature

of Bad Boy Mowers. With the best manufacturer line-up of engine options
across our entire mower line up, we carefully select each power plant and
Hydro-Gear® drive system to produce the absolute best and highest output.

MAINTAIN A COMFORTABLE ADVANTAGE with our best in class seats.
Most models feature high-back seat support and arm rests that are
adjustable front to back for the perfect fit. You can be sure there’s not a
more comfortable way to harness the power of your Bad Boy Mower.

DAYS JUST LIKE THESE

LEGENDARY DECK STRENGTH
IS WHAT WE’RE KNOWN FOR.

CONTROL NEVER LOOKED SO GOOD. We’re easier to operate
because we keep everything simple, and accessible right at your
fingertips. Then we wrap it in the side tanks that look as quick
and fast as our mower actually is.

DECK-DIAL CUTTING HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT. Changing
mower cutting height is as easy as pushing the foot pedal
and twisting the knob to your desired height. Works in
combination with electric-deck lift models also.

With its unmatched strength
and solid all-welded 1/4˝ steel
construction as a start, we weld
an additional 1/4˝skirt along the
leading edge. Our sloped front
edge adapts to any kind of
grass or conditions and
the deep 5.5˝ depth
and improved
baffling system
create more lift for
greater discharge
and cleaner cut.
It blows all other
mower decks away.
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INSPIRATION DRAWN FROM
INNOVATION EXPERIENCE
We’ve re-designed our Outlaw Class of professionalgrade zero-turn mowers literally from the turf up.

3-LINK TRAILING ARM SUSPENSION SYSTEM

And while they may not look anything like their

Our improved EZ-Ride® GEN 2 Suspension is a first for any zero-turn mower. This revolutionary system provides for a

predecessors, you can be sure they’re built on the

smoother ride, more consistent tire contact and also provides increased traction as well as increased hillside stability.

reputation of our legendary history of building the

Combined with our all new patented independent cast front iBeam suspension rails, there’s just nothing else like it and

strongest, most powerful, most comfortable and best

it’s only available on a Bad Boy. AVAILABLE ON RENEGADE AND ROGUE

performing mowers on the planet.
As much as we’ve improved every nook and cranny of

AGGRESSIVELY STYLED, LARGER CAPACITY DUAL FUEL TANKS
Our mowers look just as good as they mow, and like every other part of a
Bad Boy Mower, there’s more than just good looks behind the design.

these mowers, the only thing that remains completely

The tanks now hold up to 13 gallons of fuel (depending on mower

unchanged is their incredible long-lasting value-to-

model) for all day performance.

performance ratio.

AVAILABLE ON RENEGADE, ROGUE AND REBEL

From concept to creation, we’ve set out—as we always
do—to build the very best zero-turn mower available.
We’re confident these new Outlaw models will exceed
your every expectation. Because that was our goal right
from the drawing board.

NEW SLOPED FRONT EDGE DECK DESIGN
Known for our legendary deck strength, we’ve upped
the bar with a ¼˝ thick deck with 3/8˝ thick sides. The new
sloped nose features a front chamber that allows the grass to
stand upright before coming into contact with the cutting blades
for a more efficient, precise cut. Anti-scalping wheels are double
bracketed and even stronger. AVAILABLE ON ALL NEW OUTLAW MODELS
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professional-grade BAD BOY MOWERS

KEY-LESS START AND DIGITAL DISPLAY
The new Renegade can be started without a turn of
a key. With the key FOB inserted, simply push the
button and you’re off! The digital display provides
diagnostics on the health of the machine and how
much cutting time separate from how much overall
running time the mower has on it.
AVAILABLE ON RENEGADE GASOLINE

ALL-NEW DUAL PUMP BELTS WITH ADVANCED NEW TENSIONER DESIGN

EVEN THE TINIEST DETAILS ARE PRETTY SLICK

This automotive inspired dual pump belt system with our new tensioner design will

We’ve simplified oil changes by combining our hydraulic

provide a belt life up to 50% longer! By evenly distributing and reducing the load on

reservoirs with an easily replaceable filter. Simply remove

the crank shaft between pump drives and deck belt operation, there’s much less wear

the filter to drain the oil, replace and refill. It’s just

and tear on the engine, drives, pulleys and belts. Quickly accessible with our new easy

another of our competitor’s ‘why didn’t we think of that’

drop-down back plate. AVAILABLE ON RENEGADE

innovations. AVAILABLE ON RENEGADE AND ROGUE

THE INNOVATION BEGINS RIGHT UP FRONT AND CENTER
It all starts with the new, stronger Cast iBeam Front Bar and Forks—the
strongest in the industry. The Adjustable Foot Rest is an industry first that
Pedal can be changed for left or right operation and locked into place with

WE DIDN’T EVEN STOP WITH
THE PARKING BRAKE

a quick twist of our Deck Dial lift knob. Under the floorboard is an available,

Our new automotive-inspired

unique under frame weight system for counter-

Ratcheting Parking Brake Handle

balancing larger add-on options.

operates like those in automobiles

(standard on Renegade).

and engages with a 45° pull, making

ALL STANDARD ON ALL NEW OUTLAWS.

it much easier to engage and release.

allows a perfect sitting posture no matter the operator’s size. The Deck Lift

NEW COMFORT SEATS ACROSS THE LINE

AVAILABLE ON ALL
NEW OUTLAWS

Available on our Renegade (and an upgrade for other models) our top-ofthe-line Suspension Seat is fully adjustable to operator weight, height and
has variable rate suspension, lumbar support and back angle adjustments
from 5° to 15°. Exciting new and improved seat options are also new for the
Rogue and Rebel. AVAILABLE ON RENEGADE, ROGUE AND REBEL
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DIESEL
GASOLINE

AN ALL NEW DIESEL GEARED UP
FOR CRUSHING BEAST MOWED

STRENGTH

There are diesel zero-turn mowers, and there’s the Bad Boy

All New 1.5˝ x 3˝ Heavy-Gauge All-Steel Rail backbone.

Renegade diesel. Strapping a 1100cc Perkins Diesel engine on our

All New Patented independent cast front iBeam suspension rails.

newest lineup of Outlaw Renegade mowers delivers pure longlasting, brute force performance. It’s a combination of comfort,
durability and cutting-edge innovation that sets itself apart from any
other commercial-grade zero-turn on the turf. Prepare yourself for
beast mowed.

All New Larger Size, No-Flat Front Tires are standard.
All New Larger Dual pump and Motor. A stronger, more
powerful drive system, these pumps provide a larger
displacement and stronger internal components for longer life,
better overall cooling and more available torque.
Patented Dual Deck Support Isolators, paired with our new
deck wear pad, minimizes damage from side impacts.

COMFORT
All New 3-Link Rear Trailing Arm Suspension—the first and
only of its kind in the industry. Matched with front suspension
arms, to provide a smoother ride, more consistent tire contact
and increased hillside stability.
All New Adjustable Footrest—the first and only of its kind.
Can be moved forward or backward to accommodate riders
of all sizes!
All New Suspension Seat is fully adjustable to operator weight
and height with variable rate suspension, lumbar support and
back adjustments from 5° to 15°.

CUT QUALITY
All New Sloped 1/4˝ Deck with 3/8˝ sides. The front deck
chamber allows the grass to stand at a more natural, upright
position before contact with the cutting blades.
All New Deck Idler Arm and Deck Spring with bearings
provides smoother operation for consistent belt tension and
more consistent cutting speed.
PEER Spindles, made of ductile iron, are 60% stronger than
aluminum housings. The optimized seal lip design allows for a
maintenance-free spindle, providing longer life.

POWER
Dual 16cc Hydro-Gear Pumps with 18ci Parker Wheel
Motors, preferred by professionals for delivering more power,
torque and performance.

n 1100cc Perkins producing 24.7hp
		 AVAILABLE DECK WIDTH: 61˝
		 PRICES STARTING AT: $13,599
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Or low APR financing. Subject to change. Destination and setup charges not included. See your dealer for details.

professional-grade BAD BOY MOWERS
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GASOLINE

THE NEW TOP DOG IS A BREED
APART FROM THE ORDINARY
There’s simply no better commercial-grade zero-turn mower for the

STRENGTH
All New 1.5˝ x 3˝ Heavy-Gauge All-Steel Rail backbone.

demanding lawncare professional or large acre homeowner. This beast

All New Patented independent cast front iBeam suspension rails.

offers the best of everything we’ve advanced in the industry, and all the

All New Larger Size, No-Flat Front Tires are standard.

while, is firmly rooted in the build quality, ease of use and toughness that

Patented Dual Deck Support Isolators, paired with our new
deck wear pad, minimizes damage from side impacts.

every Bad Boy Mower before it was built on. There’s just never been
more power to comfortably dominate your terrain.

COMFORT
All New 3-Link Rear Trailing Arm Suspension—the first and only
of its kind in the industry. Matched with front suspension arms,
to provide a smoother ride, more consistent tire contact and
increased hillside stability.
All New Adjustable Footrest—the first and only of its kind. Can
be moved to accommodate riders of all sizes!
All New Suspension Seat is fully adjustable to operator weight
and height with variable rate suspension, lumbar support and
back adjustments from 5° to 15°.

CUT QUALITY
All New Sloped 1/4˝ Deck with 3/8˝ sides. The front deck
chamber allows the grass to stand at a more natural, upright
position before contact with the cutting blades.
All New Deck Idler Arm and Deck Spring with bearings
provides smoother operation for consistent belt tension and
more consistent cutting speed.
PEER Spindles, made of ductile iron, are 60% stronger than
aluminum housings. The optimized seal lip design allows for a
maintenance-free spindle, providing longer life.

POWER
Dual 16cc Hydro-Gear Pumps with 18ci Parker Wheel
Motors, preferred by professionals for delivering more power,
torque and performance.

n 993cc Vanguard EFI producing 37hp
		 AVAILABLE DECK WIDTHS: 61˝ • 72˝
		 PRICES STARTING AT: $11,599
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Or low APR financing. Subject to change. Destination and setup charges not included. See your dealer for details.

professional-grade BAD BOY MOWERS
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COMES LOADED, INCLUDING THE
PERFECT SIZE OPTION FOR YOU
From the professional class dual hydraulic pumps and drive motors to
our exclusive New EZ-Ride 3-link trailing suspension, the Rogue doesn’t
give an inch to our other Outlaw Class mowers—except more deck inch
options. Available in sizes from 54˝ to 72˝ with many engine options,
you can’t go wrong with the Rogue for professional-class performance
and cut. There’s just never been a better zero-turn time to go Rogue.

STRENGTH
All New 1.5˝ x 3˝ Heavy-Gauge All-Steel Rail backbone.
All New Patented independent cast front iBeam suspension rails.
Patented Dual Deck Support Isolators, paired with our new
deck wear pad, minimizes damage from side impacts.

COMFORT
All New 3-Link Rear Trailing Arm Suspension—the first and
only of its kind in the industry. Matched with front suspension
arms, to provide a smoother ride, more consistent tire contact
and increased hillside stability.
All New high-back seat for all day comfort and support.

CUT QUALITY
All New Sloped 1/4˝ Deck with 3/8˝ sides. The front deck
chamber allows the grass to stand at a more natural, upright
position before contact with the cutting blades.
All New Deck Idler Arm and Deck Spring with bearings for
consistent belt tension and more consistent cutting speed.
PEER Spindles, made of ductile iron, are 60% stronger than
aluminum housings. Optimized for a maintenance-free spindle.

POWER
Dual 16cc Hydro-Gear Pumps with 18ci Parker Wheel
Motors, preferred by professionals.

n 852cc Kawasaki FX producing 27hp
		 AVAILABLE DECK WIDTHS: 54˝ • 61˝
		 PRICES STARTING AT: $9,599
n 824cc Kohler EFI producing 33hp
		 AVAILABLE DECK WIDTHS: 61˝ • 72˝			
PRICES STARTING AT: $10,199
n 824cc Yamaha EFI producing 33hp
		 AVAILABLE DECK WIDTHS: 61˝ • 72˝
		 PRICES STARTING AT: $10,099
n 999cc Kawasaki FX producing 35hp
		 AVAILABLE DECK WIDTHS: 61˝ • 72˝
		 PRICES STARTING AT: $9,999
n 993cc Vanguard EFI producing 37hp
		 AVAILABLE DECK WIDTHS: 61˝ • 72˝
		 PRICES STARTING AT: $10,499
Or low APR financing. Subject to change. Destination and setup charges not included. See your dealer for details.
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POWER-PACKED PERFORMANCE
IN A VALUE-PACKED ZERO TURN
Built on the legacy of classic Bad Boy Mower performance and strength,
the all-new Rebel shares the same big-performance platform as
our other Outlaw mowers. Featuring large integrated drive systems
available across five engine options and three deck sizes, it’s the perfect
mix of power professionals demand—and priced at a value homeowners
and large landowners have come to expect.

STRENGTH
All New 1.5˝ x 3˝ Heavy-Gauge All-Steel Rail backbone.
All New iBeam Front Rail with steel 1/2˝ front forks.
Patented Dual Deck Support Isolators, paired with our new
deck wear pad, minimizes damage from side impacts.

COMFORT
All New Adjustable Footrest—the first and only of its kind. Can
be moved to accommodate riders of all sizes!
All New Suspension Seat upgrade is available on all models
and is fully adjustable with variable rate suspension, lumbar
support and back adjustments from 5° to 15°.

CUT QUALITY
All New Sloped 1/4˝ Deck with 3/8˝ sides. The front deck
chamber allows the grass to stand at a more natural, upright
position before contact with the cutting blades.
All New Deck Idler Arm and Deck Spring with bearings for
consistent belt tension and more consistent cutting speed.
PEER Spindles, made of ductile iron, are 60% stronger than
aluminum housings. Optimized for a maintenance-free spindle.

POWER
High Performance Hydro-Gear 4400 Integrated Drive
System for reliable, self-contained power and performance.

n 747cc Kohler Command producing 27hp
		 AVAILABLE DECK WIDTHS: 54˝ • 61˝
		 PRICES STARTING AT: $7,499
n 824cc Yamaha producing 27hp
		 AVAILABLE DECK WIDTHS: 54˝ • 61˝
		 PRICES STARTING AT: $7,899
n 852cc Kawasaki FX producing 27hp
		 AVAILABLE DECK WIDTHS: 54˝ • 61˝
		 PRICES STARTING AT: $7,899
n 993cc Vanguard producing 36hp
		 AVAILABLE DECK WIDTHS: 61˝ • 72˝
		 PRICES STARTING AT: $8,199
n 999cc Kawasaki producing 35hp
		 with Suspension Seat
		 AVAILABLE DECK WIDTHS: 61˝ • 72˝
		 PRICES STARTING AT: $8,899
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Or low APR financing. Subject to change. Destination and setup charges not included. See your dealer for details.

professional-grade BAD BOY MOWERS
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OUR NEW STAND-ON IS A
STAND-OUT PERFORMER

STRENGTH

The totally redesigned Revolt Stand-On has been improved in every

All New 1.5˝ x 3˝ Heavy-Gauge All-Steel Rail backbone.

way and features improved performance, operator ease-of-use and

All New iBeam Front Rail and 3/8˝ Front Forks with 3 1/8˝trail
for smooth directional changes.

durability. Operator visibility is improved with new, shorter frame and
curved iBeam front fork support. The rear tires are larger and the fuel
tank is now located in the center of the machine. This allows the rider
to stand directly between both rear tires, resulting in a lower center

All New One of the most compact Stand-On’s available, the
Revolt is shorter in length for better in and around cutting.
Patented Dual Deck Support Isolators, paired with our new
deck wear pads, minimizes damage from side impacts.

COMFORT

balanced—Stand-On’s in the industry. So even though we’ve managed to

All New Adjustable Rubber Suspension Riding Platform for a
more comfortable ride while absorbing vibrations normally
passed along to the rider’s knees and joints.

make it smaller, we’ve packed in bigger performance all the way around.

All New Soft, ergonomic thigh pad that accommodates
operators of all heights and provides all day mowing comfort.

of gravity and making the Revolt one of the most maneuverable—and

Three Position Speed Control for smoother operation in
tight spaces.
23x9-12 Rear Tires paired with 13x6.5-6 front tires make
for one of the largest tires of any Stand-On machine in the
industry, providing better traction and curb clearance.
Quick Access Panel to the deck and drive belts—with flip-up
thigh pad that reveals the battery, control arms and hydro
tanks—makes the Revolt the easiest to service in the industry.

CUT QUALITY
All New Sloped 7 gauge deck with 3/8˝ sides. The front deck
chamber allows the grass to stand at a more natural, upright
position before contact with the cutting blades.

POWER
High Performance Hydro-Gear 3400 Integrated Drive
System for reliable, self-contained power and performance.

n 726cc Kawasaki FX

		 AVAILABLE DECK WIDTHS: 48˝ • 54˝
		 PRICES STARTING AT: $6,699
Or low APR financing. Subject to change. Destination and setup charges not included. See your dealer for details.

All New controls are
more intuitive, easier to
use and more responsive.
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THIS ZERO-TURN MAKES A BIG
DIFFERENCE IN SMALLER SPACES
This popular zero-turn shares the same tough features as other Bad Boy

STRENGTH
Classic Bad Boy 2˝ x 2˝ Heavy-Gauge All-Steel Rail backbone.

Mowers, with a narrower side-to-side profile that lets it slip into areas

1/2˝ Front Forks stand up to the toughest environments.

that might otherwise be too tight to get to. This gate-entering mower

Lower profile frame with curved front rail improves stability on
inclines and uneven turf.

can get in and out of most anywhere, leaving behind a great cut like only
a Bad Boy can.

Patented Dual Deck Support Isolators minimizes damage to
your deck from side impacts.

COMFORT
Smoother steering and tighter, more precise controls with
our steering dampening system. Features our fully adjustable
handles for exactly the right operator fit.
Premium Comfort Seat is adjustable and cushioned with side
and upper back support and also has cushioned arm rests.

CUT QUALITY
Solid Steel deck features 7-gauge formed and welded steel
with an additional 3/8˝ reinforced edge. The improved baffling
system gives greater lift to the grass, producing a cleaner cut
and more even discharge.

PERFORMANCE
Slip in and out of tight places with the 42˝ or 48˝ deck.
Foot-assist deck lift pedal for reliable manual deck operation.
Lock in your preferred deck height of up to 4 1/2˝ by simply
pushing the pedal and twisting the easy to reach knob. Deck
locks tight for a perfect height cut every time.

POWER
High Performance Hydro-Gear 3400 Integrated Drive
System for reliable, self-contained power and performance.

n 810cc Vanguard

		 AVAILABLE DECK WIDTHS: 42˝ • 48˝
		 PRICES STARTING AT: $6,299

n 726cc Kawasaki FX

		 AVAILABLE DECK WIDTHS: 42˝ • 48˝
		 PRICES STARTING AT: $6,499
Or low APR financing. Subject to change. Destination and setup charges not included. See your dealer for details.
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STRENGTH
Patented proprietary two-speed heavy-duty transmission.
Built tough with oversized gears, and with needle and ball
bearings throughout.
Stronger Blade Spindle assembly features a forged spindle
shaft for optimum strength and a die cast aluminum housing
for better heat dissipation.
Heavy-Duty 14-gauge steel deck for long-lasting use.

EASE OF USE
Lifting Bars on front of mower for easy lifting, transporting or
cleaning underside of deck.
Large, quick-release rear discharge baggers. Simply lift and
release for quicker cleanups.
High-Low gear and rear wheel drive for pulling its weight
around effortlessly on virtually any terrain.
Self-propel engage bar for initiating the powerful selfpropelling feature.

CUT QUALITY

BUILT TO PUSH EXPECTATIONS
FARTHER AND FASTER
When push comes to shove, there’s no substitute for dependability and
durability. That’s why our push mowers are simple to maintain and built to
withstand grueling day-in and day-out commercial mowing duties. With
self-propelled rear wheel drive and easy to detach rear baggers, you’ll get
a cleaner cut and easier clean up. Heavy-gauge steel decks with reinforced
edges, sturdy push bars and solid, dense rubber wheels combine to deliver
the strength to stand up to the most demanding commercial use. Both
models feature a wide range of height-of-cut adjustments for comfortable,
custom lawn cutting. Available in 25˝ and 21˝ cut widths, each feature highperformance, high-horsepower
engines landscaping professionals
demand—and expect—from a
Bad Boy Mower.

Deck slopes upward to discharge, creating more lift and
allowing cleaner cut as clippings are forced to the rear bagger.
Powerful professional class engine is powerful enough for
mulching, mowing and pull speeds up to 5 mph.

POWER
n 179cc Kawasaki FJ 180
		 AVAILABLE DECK WIDTHS: 21˝ • 25˝
		 PRICES STARTING AT: $1,099
Or low APR financing. Subject to change. Destination and setup charges not included. See your dealer for details.
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A COMMON FRAME
FOR UNCOMMON
STRENGTH

BUILT FOR HOMEOWNERS
CUT OUT TO MOW LIKE PROS

We re-framed
the whole homeowner
class zero-turn mower

From the very beginning, large landowners and

industry with our lower-

homeowners have recognized the incredible value for

profile frame and curved

the build quality we’ve become known for. Built and

front rail, creating

assembled right along side their commercial-grade

improved stability with
a lower center of gravity.

kin, we’ve stepped up the bar for all other mower

THE FIRST SUSPENSION SYSTEM FOR THIS CLASS OF MOWERS
Our patented EZ-Ride® Suspension, adapted for an integrated drive
system, is only available on a Bad Boy. Providing the smoothest ride
for the best value is just another innovative first from the folks that
build them to last. AVAILABLE ON MAVERICK

LARGER TANKS FOR LONGER PERFORMANCE
Our ergonomically designed tanks not only hold more fuel but also

The new, wider stance

manufacturers by bringing down innovations previously

provides better traction.

found only on commercial-grade mowers.

Built with heavy-gauge
2˝ x 2˝ steel rails—all

Because of our success in breaking price barriers for this

welded and fabricated,

class of residential mowers, we’re squeezing even more

never bolted together—

costs out by standardizing design components across

the same way our

the entire lineup, including the frame and upgrades in

legendary commercial

power, comfort and cut quality.

mowers have always
been built.

Our commitment will continue to be to build the very
best value for the demanding homeowner by delivering
more and more seasons of ownership. Because at Bad
Boy Mowers, we believe—no matter the price or model—
everyone deserves a better finish cut.

WE KEEP IT SIMPLE TO KEEP YOU UP AND RUNNING
It takes a lot of ingenuity to keep a mower this easy to maintain.

Compare us pound-for-pound, price-for-price, and you’ll

Everything is easy to get to for regular cleaning and servicing.

find yourself ‘Mowing with an Attitude.’

Bad Boy Mowers are simply built to make owning one as easy as
driving one—without sacrificing a single ounce of performance or
cut-quality.
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feature improved deep storage capacity and cup holder for
bringing along your favorite beverage.

COMMERCIAL QUALITY, RESIDENTIAL-grade BAD BOY MOWERS

CLUTCH PERFORMANCE FOR DEPENDABLE AND POWERFUL MOWING
The Ogura® clutch and high-performance Hydro-Gear® integrated drives provide
season after season of mowing power. Combined with a range of engines perfectly
paired with each model, ensures you’ll have all the mower you’ll ever need.
ZT ELITE, MZ MAGNUM AND MZ

YOU CAN SEE THE QUALITY DIFFERENCE RIGHT IN FRONT OF YOUR NOSE
We start with heavy-gauge, all-steel, always formed and welded frames (unlike
the flimsy, stamped out of a sheet of metal on most mowers in these price ranges)
with thicker, industry-leading front forks. The easy access floorboard features a

YOU’RE ALWAYS IN COMPLETE CONTROL OF ALL THAT POWER
Our Deck Dial adjustment system has quickly became one of the most popular features. Simply step
on the deck pedal (it can easily be mounted on either side) and twist the knob for your preferred
grass height. You’ll be locked and dialed in to the perfect cutting height each and every time you
mow. All operator controls—for engine start, throttle and electric blade start—are within easy reach .

heavy-duty rubber floor mat for no-slip on and off access and reveals one of our
strongest selling points—the fully fabricated and welded solid steel, reinforced
deck. Go ahead, step on it all you want, and you’ll see why so many have stepped
up to a Bad Boy Mower.

YOU’LL FLIP OVER OUR
COMFORTABLE SEATS AND
EASY SEAT RELEASE
Our seats are some of the most
comfortable in the industry
across these mower price
ranges. All offer extra padded
support and some models have
padded, adjustable arm rests.
The full bar seat release gets
you to the guts easier, faster
and from either side. It’s the
most convenient seat release
available—bar none.
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ANOTHER SMOOTH MOVE
IN INNOVATION FIRSTS
We created a mower in a class by itself—a commercial-grade mower with
Integrated Drive Systems featuring our patented EZ-Ride® System—at
a breakthrough price! With independent front and rear suspension, the

STRENGTH
Classic 2˝ x 2 ˝ heavy-gauge all-steel rail frame backbone.
Curved front rail with our patented front and rear EZ-Ride
suspension system and 1/2˝ front forks are an industry leading
Bad Boy construction hallmark.

Maverick glides over uneven terrain—and through a price point other

Built and outfitted commercial-grade tough but perfect for the
demanding landowner.

mower manufacturers thought impossible.

Patented Dual Deck Support Isolators minimizes damage to
your deck from side impacts.

COMFORT

Smoother steering and tighter, more precise controls with
our steering dampening system. Features our fully adjustable
handles for exactly the right operator fit.
Premium Comfort Seat is adjustable and cushioned with side,
upper back support and cushioned arm rests.

CUT QUALITY
Solid Steel deck features 7-gauge formed and welded steel
with an additional 3/8˝ reinforced edge is heaviest in class.
The improved baffling system gives greater lift to the grass,
producing a cleaner cut and more even discharge.
DeckDial with deck height pedal locks deck to exact cutting
heights from 1.5˝ to 4.5˝ for a consistent, predictable cut. Deck
pedal can be adjusted for right or left side operation.

POWER
High Performance Hydro-Gear 3200 Integrated Drive
System for reliable, self-contained power and performance.

n 747cc Kohler Confidant

		 AVAILABLE DECK WIDTHS: 48˝ • 54˝• 60˝
		 PRICES STARTING AT: $5,899

n 726cc Kawasaki FS

		 AVAILABLE DECK WIDTHS: 48˝ • 54˝• 60˝
		 PRICES STARTING AT: $6,199

n NEW 688cc Honda

		 AVAILABLE DECK WIDTHS: 48˝ • 54˝• 60˝
		 PRICES STARTING AT: $6,799
Or low APR financing. Subject to change. Destination and setup charges not included. See your dealer for details.

FEATURING OUR

FRONT AND REAR

PATENTED
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COMMERCIAL QUALITY, RESIDENTIAL-grade BAD BOY MOWERS

NOW AVAILABLE!

POWERED BY
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THE INDUSTRY STANDARD IS
ANYTHING BUT STANDARD
The sweet spot for the biggest value in homeowner class
mowers has been the ZT Elite for almost a decade. We
continuously build it stronger, smoother, more comfortable
and more ergonomic. Even after adding improvements, we
haven’t sacrificed an ounce of power, strength or performance.
In fact, it’s even 30 lbs. lighter—and yet our strongest ZT Elite
ever! There’s a reason it’s been our best selling model since
the day we introduced it. We encourage you to compare with
any zero-turn mower in its price range and you’ll find there is
simply no better value for the
residential homeowner—
anywhere.

STRENGTH
Classic 2˝ x 2 ˝ heavy-gauge all-steel rail frame backbone.
Curved front rail with 3/8˝ front forks are an industry-leading
Bad Boy construction hallmark.
All-steel, all-welded construction throughout.

COMFORT
Smoother steering and tighter, more precise controls with
our steering dampening system.
Our seat features more cushion and comfort with cushioned
arm rests that can be flipped up and out of the way.
Easy to handle parking brake with 90° angled formed grip is
easier to get a handle on.

PERFORMANCE
Ergonomically designed tanks not only hold more fuel—a full
6.5 gallons—but also features lots of deep storage and a cup
holder for your favorite beverage.

CUT QUALITY
Solid Steel deck features 7-gauge formed and welded steel
with an additional 3/8˝ reinforced edge—the heaviest in its
class. The improved baffling system gives greater lift to the
grass, producing a cleaner cut and more even discharge.
DeckDial with deck height pedal locks deck to exact cutting
heights from 1.5˝ to 4.5˝ for consistent, predictable cut. Deck
pedal can be adjusted for right or left side operation.

POWER
High Performance Hydro-Gear 3100 Integrated Drive
System for reliable, self-contained power and performance.

n 725cc Kohler 7000

		 AVAILABLE DECK WIDTHS: 48˝
		 PRICES STARTING AT: $4,499

n 747cc Kohler Pro 7000

		 AVAILABLE DECK WIDTHS: 54˝• 60˝
		 PRICES STARTING AT: $4,899

n 726cc Kawasaki FR

		 AVAILABLE DECK WIDTHS: 48˝ • 54˝• 60˝
		 PRICES STARTING AT: $5,199
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Or low APR financing. Subject to change. Destination and setup charges not included. See your dealer for details.

COMMERCIAL QUALITY, RESIDENTIAL-grade BAD BOY MOWERS
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DON’T LET THE PRICES FOOL YOU,
THESE ARE BUILT TO LAST
Most mowers at this price are made from flimsy stamped steel and
bolted together. So if you’re looking for the efficiencies of a zero-turn
mower at a price that does not compromise on quality construction
and quality of cut—turn to the MZ and MZ Magnum. With larger
and stronger frames—sporting an even stronger 7-gauge all-steel,
fabricated deck—the MZ’s are far more substantial in build quality
than other mowers in this price range. You’ll immediately appreciate
the rock-solid, all-steel welded construction, powerful engine and
‘too much fun to call it work’ ride.
The MZ is our biggest value for
the smallest price at $2,999.
With a smaller 42˝ deck and
rear wheels, it’s a breakthrough mower at
an even bigger
breakthrough price.

STRENGTH
Classic 2˝ x 2 ˝ heavy-gauge all-steel rail frame backbone.
Curved front rail with 3/8˝ front forks are an industry-leading
Bad Boy construction hallmark.

COMFORT
Smoother steering and tighter, more precise controls with our
steering dampening system.
Comfort Seat is adjustable and cushioned with side and upper
back support.
Flip-up floorboard with rubber mat is a first in this class.

CUT QUALITY
Solid Steel deck features 7-gauge formed and welded steel with
an additional 1/4˝ reinforced edge—the heaviest in its class.
DeckDial with deck height pedal locks deck to exact cutting
heights from 1.5˝ to 4.5˝ for consistent, predictable cut. Deck
pedal can be adjusted for right or left side operation.

MZ MAGNUM POWER
High Performance Integrated Drive Systems for reliable,
self-contained power and performance.

n 725cc Kohler 7000

		 AVAILABLE DECK WIDTHS: 48˝ • 54˝
		 PRICES STARTING AT: $3,399

n 726cc Kawasaki FR

		 AVAILABLE DECK WIDTHS: 48˝ • 54˝
		 PRICES STARTING AT: $3,899

MZ POWER
n 541cc Kohler

		 AVAILABLE DECK WIDTHS: 42˝
		 PRICES STARTING AT: $2,999

n 725cc Kohler

		 AVAILABLE DECK WIDTHS: 42˝
		 PRICES STARTING AT: $3,299
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Or low APR financing. Subject to change. Destination and setup charges not included. See your dealer for details.

COMMERCIAL QUALITY, RESIDENTIAL-grade BAD BOY MOWERS
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DECK IT OUT, RIGHT FROM THE START
MAKE YOUR BAD BOY BETTER BEFORE YOU EVER LEAVE THE DEALERSHIP!
With a full range of options and accessories for safety, functionality,
performance, comfort, entertainment and just plain good looks, roll these great
extras in when you purchase for a low monthly price—right into your mower’s
financing. So deck out your Bad Boy Mower right from the start, and mow with
an even badder attitude!
n
n
n
n
n
n

All accessories shown can be
added to your mower payment
for as little as
$

47.00 per month!*
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ROPS Mounted LED Light Bar
Assist Handle
Front Toolbox Storage
GEN2 Tank LED Light Kit
Powered Rear Bagger System
Weedeater Holder Rack

n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

Rear Storage Basket
ROPS Mounted LED Light Bar
Foot Pedal Manual Deck Assist
Front and Rear Chrome Wheel Covers
Deck Mounted Striping Kit
Hitch Kit
8˝ Bumper Kit
Assist Handle
Dual Front LED Lights
Bucket and Tongs
Advanced Chute System
Roll-Over Protection Bar

All accessories shown can
be added to your mower
payment for as little as

$

22.09 per month!*

*Finance price based on total mower financing of 3.99% at 60 months, with approved credit. Does not include installation. Prices subject to change. See your dealer for details.

ACCESSORIES and options BAD BOY MOWERS

With the Advanced Chute

ENGINE OIL

System’s variable stage all-

ETHANOL GUARD

Factory replacement premium synthetic blend
Engine Oil is specifically made for your Bad Boy
Mower to ensure longer engine life.

Fuel stabilizer keeps fuel cleaner longer and extends engine life. Pours directly
into fuel tank and not only extends fuel storage life, but also prevents corrosion,
gum formation and helps to remove water. Treats up to 80 gallons of fuel!

HYDROSTATIC OIL

Factory replacement synthetic blend Hydrostatic oil
is blended specifically to keep your Bad Boy Mower
running cooler and at optimum performance.

KEEP IT FACTORY FRESH

With Authentic Bad Boy Manufacturer’s Replacement Parts and Fluids.

steel shield, you can effectively
and accurately control the discharge from your zero-turn
mower. Closing the Advanced Chute System completely
prevents discharge into flower beds, driveways and swimming
pools. In high-density areas where flying debris can damage
windows, vehicles or even people, keeping the advanced chute
at a semi-closed position forces debris down immediately,
preventing straight line discharge at speeds of over 200 mph!
Built for commercial lawn and garden professionals and zeroturn mower homeowners alike, it’s the perfect precision chute
management system for the accuracy and maneuverability of
your zero-turn mower. Plus, the Advanced Chute System also
turns your mower into a powerful mulching machine, perfect
for fall leaf cleanup!

PUMP BELTS

Factory replacement reinforced Kevlar® belts last
longer and stand up to the toughest conditions.

FUSION® BLADES

DRIVE BELTS

Our reinforced Kevlar® belts last longer
because they’re the toughest you can buy.

These stay-sharp blades feature ultra-hard Tungsten Carbide cutting edge. These blades stay sharp three times as
long as ordinary mower blades!

TURN YOUR MOWER INTO
A MULCHING MACHINE

TAKE CONTROL OF
YOUR DISCHARGE
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MULCHING KIT

A must-have option for the most demanding non-bagging professional!
Channels bolt to the underside of deck, blocking the discharge for containing
cuttings for optimal mulching. Wavy mulching Blades are included in the kit.

FOR CLEAN CUT
PERFORMANCE
COMMERCIAL 2 AND 3-BAGGER
COLLECTION SYSTEMS

With mower-assisted drive blower, heavier duty
metal sealed bearings, and a standard impact
bumper, this bagging system makes easy work of
managing heavy-duty clippings. Bags are easy to
remove for quick disposal of clippings. Models to fit
Maverick and new Outlaw Class model riding zeroTurn mowers.

RESIDENTIAL
2 AND 3-REAR
BAGGER
COLLECTION
SYSTEMS

SIDE BAGGER

Convenient bagging
solution for our popular for models,
including the new Revolt Stand-On, this
3.75 bushel quick-mount bagger is easy
to install and even easier to use.

7.2 bushel capacity residential rear
Bagging system blasts clippings into
removable bags for easy use and disposal.
Fits MZ, Magnum, and ZT Elite model mowers.

ACCELERATOR
GRASS CATCHER

Replaces the chute on your Bad Boy and is
quick and easy to install and even easier to
unload your discharged clippings. (Fits all
mowers except 72˝ decks.)

BAGGER
BUMPER GUARD

All metal formed frame for
protecting bagging system
attachments from impact
damage. Comes on commercial,
option for residential units.

FRONT STORAGE
CONTAINER MOUNT

Attaches to front 2˝ receiver
port on Outlaw Class Mowers.
Includes cargo netting for
keeping contents secure.

MULCHING
ROPS MOUNTED
BLADES
WEED WHACKER HOLDER
Replaces your

standard cutting
blades. Available for all
size deck widths.
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Attaches to your mower’s ROPS,
this option takes your weed whacker
everywhere you mow!

ACCESSORIES and options BAD BOY MOWERS

striping kits

Make your yard look like a major-league ballfield! Lay down baseball field precision
stripes with our striping kits. Available as either rear frame attachment or back of
deck, both feature tough, heavy-duty pliable rubber flaps that lay down cut grass
for that professional, ball-field like finish.

REAR FRAME

Mounts to
back of frame,
just behind
the rear tires.
Provides a
fixed height
regardless of
deck height
cut.

HARD TOP COVER
DUAL LED LIGHTS

8000 Lumen, high-intensity, low amperage LED square
lights in durable cast aluminum alloy housing with stainless
steel mounting hardware and wiring harness and lighted
rocker switch.

Assist handle

Now you have it made in your own shade. Tough,
just like the mower it covers. Requires ROPS For
Mounting. (Excludes MZ)

Attaches to front frame
bar for handy assist in
mounting and dismounting
mower. Fits all models.

DECK MOUNT
Mounts to
back edge
of deck, and
adjusts with
deck height
for desired
effect.

Fits ZT Elite, Maverick
and Diesel Models.

REAR STORAGE BASKETS

With versions that fit our MZ, ZT Elite, Maverick and Outlaw class mowers.
They’re the perfect companion for traveling with extra gear, tools or yardgrooming accessories. Specify your mower when ordering.

SOFT-TOP CANOPY
Mower Covers

Protects and fits both ROPS and Non-ROPS equipped Bad Boy Mowers.

For the ZT and MZ, this top keeps you cool in the
shade. Does not require our ROPS, this shade is
easy to attach and remove.

BELT TENSION GAUGE

Properly calibrated for measuring
perfect belt operation.

ADJUSTABLE
HANDLES

Simply bolt these on
your steering levers for
a completely adjustable
operator fit. Standard on
our Diesels, Outlaws and
Maverick, fits ZT and all
MZ steering arms.

Front Mount
Sprayer

Versatile sprayer that’s equally
handy for staying seated when
spraying from the mower or when you
need to get off to spray hard to reach areas.
(For Outlaws and Diesels)
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front mount
tool box rack

EXCLUSIVE BAD BOY RIMS

Our custom rear rims, machined from high-grade aluminum,
compliments your Bad Boy Mower’s high-performance with
the looks to back it up. ZT Elite models only.

REAPER®
TURF TIRES

BETTER
TOP TO
BOTTOM

High impact, weathersealed tool box mounts in
front 2˝ receiver hitch and
provides convenient, easyto-get-to storage of tools.

GOODYEAR® AIRLESS

A Bad Boy Mowers
exclusive! These tires
feature softer sidewalls
for smoother ride and
wrap-over grip edge
for great traction
on uneven terrain.
Excludes MZ.

The latest tire technology is
available for Bad Boy Mowers.
Never worry about flat tires
again with these revolutionary
rear tread tires. Offered ONLY as
a factory upgrade for Outlaws.

MOWER LIFT

for lifting ZT Elite,
MZ Magnum and MZ
mowers for under deck
maintenance and cleaning.
Locking arm prevents
mower from lowering
accidentally. Not for
commercial mowers.

NO FLAT TIRE

ROLL-OVER
PROTECTION
SYSTEM (ROPS)

For front forks, these
solid form tires will
continue to perform
even if punctured.
Sizes to fit all models.

This optional protection for our popular
ZT Elite and Magnum Series Mowers is
recommended for mowing on sloping
terrain. Features quick-release pins for
folding over for even more compact
storage. (Includes required seat belt option)

ROPS LED LIGHT BAR

12000 Lumen, high-intensity, low
amperage LED light bar in durable cast
aluminum alloy housing with stainless steel
mounting hardware, wiring harness and
lighted rocker switch.
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FIELDTRAX TIRES

Get a grip on any and all terrain
with the traction and sure
footing these FieldTrax tires
provide. Excludes MZ.

rubber bumper guards

Available in 8˝ and 14˝ lengths, these
guards offer front impact protection
for your ZT Elite, MZ Magnum or MZ.

Chrome plated
Wheel Covers

Front and rear rims that
add shine to your Bad Boy.
Available in 6,˝ 8,˝ 10˝ and 12˝
for all mowers. (Excludes MZ)

Side mount
bucket & tongs LED LIGHT KIT
Popular option with
mount specifically to
fit the New Revolt.

WET SOUNDS
BLUETOOTH SOUNDBAR

Bluetooth Six-Speaker, 180 Watt unit
with RF Wireless remote, providing
your favorite thump-pumping, get-itdone music.

BAR-LUG TIRES

Tractor-style tread for traction
on the roughest terrain. Perfect
for grip-and-rip performance.
Excludes MZ.

High intensity, dual lights mount
on New Revolt Stand-On to
provide longer day performance.

ACCESSORIES and options BAD BOY MOWERS

MOWABLE
TOWABLES
DE-THATCHER

Springed steel tines
comb embedded
clippings from turf,
for better water
absorption. 40˝ wide.

OUTLAW HITCH

Removable, heavy-duty hitch assembly
for pulling other equipment along for the
ride. Hitch bar is removable with hitch pin.
(Excludes Compact Outlaw)

TOW HITCH

Quick to attach with two bolts, this hitch allows
your Compact Outlaw, Maverick, ZT or MZ to
tow trailers and accessories.

TRAILER SPRAYER

Pull behind, high-capacity
powered sprayer with hand-held
wand. Excludes boom, sold
separately.

SNOW Plow

Powered snow plow attaches to Outlaw and Diesel’s front hitch holder and is
operated by fingertip control attached to steering levers.

seat isolation kit

Suspension plate attaches
between mower and seat for
reducing vibration and fatigue
from long days mowing. Excludes
MZ and MZ Magnum models.

Bucket & Tongs
Front mount
attachment for quick
and easy access to
snapping up trash
without ever leaving
your seat. Bucket also
available separately.

SPREADER

Work
gloves

Soft leather
gloves fit
great and
are tough as
nails.

Seed or fertilize with
ease with our variable
output spreader.

UTILITY TRAILER

Heavy-Duty, 17 cubic ft. capacity
all-steel trailer features tilt bed.

SWEEPER

Protective
sun glasses

The UV and wraparound protection of our
sunglasses provide safe,
glare-free good looks.

PULL-BEHIND ROLLER

Steel roller can be filled with water for
heavyweight use. 24˝ tall and 36˝ wide.

AERATOR

Heavy-duty blades punch holes in turf
to promote better growth. 40˝ wide.

This pull-behind sweeper makes
short work of collecting clippings or
leaves. Easy to operate and easy to
dump, this sweeper cleans up quick!
42˝ wide.
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Skid Plates: Replaceable 1/4˝ steel
sleds for bearing the brunt as the
first line of abuse.

Gearbox: Produce ripping fast blade
speeds with slip clutch or shear pin
clutch options.

Pivot Locking Top: Keeps the
cutter in better contact with the
ground on uneven terrain.

PTO Cradle: Keeps PTO shaft from
laying on the ground when stored.

Ride Along Storage: Instructions
or other documents are stored
protected on deck.

Rear Bumper: Protects the deck
from damage when backing into
tight areas or around trees.

4´ 5´ 6´
Designed to shed water and builtup clippings, our heavy 10-gauge
steel decks feature tail wheels that
adjust with a single pin (7´ has 2 pins)
and provide easy tail wheel storage.
Tail wheels are 4˝ x 15˝ puncture
resistance and the gearbox mount
features a 15 spline stump jumper.

7´

A BETTER
BRUSH DAWG.

OUR 3-POINT HITCH
IMPLEMENTS ARE
3-X BETTER.
Our line of tough three-point
hitch implements are built
for a lifetime of work around
the field and farm. Built from
heavy-gauge, welded and
fabricated steel, they’re more
than ready to pull their weight
around on your property.

AVAILABLE IN FIVE
COLORS: Pick the perfect
match for your tractor.

Land Grader
(shown without shanks)

Our Rotary Cutters deliver the best value in the
industry by making it the perfect match for your hard
work—and your tractor. With industry leading standards and
build quality second-to-none, the Bad Boy Rotary Cutter performs
to the highest standards—and at a price that’s even tougher to beat.
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Cutters in 4´, 5´, 6´
and 7´ Cutting Widths
Available in Five Colors

Box Blade

Accessorize your truck with Bull
Bars, Side Steps, Light Bars,
Leveling Kits and much more!

Landscape Rake
Grading Blade

Grading Blade and
Landscape Rake
both feature pin
adjustable easyangle swivel plates.

Middle Buster
and Subsoiler

2 Prong Hay Fork
and Trailer Mover
Comes with 2 5/16˝ Ball

FEATURING A COMPLETE LINE OF TRUCK AND UTV/ATV ACCESSORIES
Battle Armor, a division of Bad Boy Mowers, is an innovative
manufacturer of rugged 4x4 Accessories for off-road side-by-sides,
ATVs and pickup trucks that focuses on delivering both performance
and styling. We build tough, heavy-grade durability into head turning,
functional accessories for the demanding 4x4 off-road vehicle owner.
Everything you need for your
UTV or ATV: From Bumpers,
Light Bars, Lift Kits and Metal
Roofs to Wheels and Tires!

3 Prong Hay Fork

Trailer Mover
Comes with 2 5/16˝ Ball
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DIESEL
GASOLINE

DIESEL
GASOLINE

GEN2

GEN2

GEN2

DIESEL ENGINE OPTIONS

GASOLINE ENGINE OPTIONS

GASOLINE ENGINE OPTIONS

		

		

		

6100/7200 993cc, Air-Cooled V-Twin

		

6100/7200 999cc, Air-Cooled V-Twin FX

6100 1100cc, 1.1L 3 Cylinder

DIMENSIONS

6100/7200 993cc, Air-Cooled V-Twin EFI

DIMENSIONS

Cutting Widths

6100/61˝

Cutting Widths

6100/61˝; 7200/72˝

		

6100/7200 824cc, Air-Cooled 90° V-Twin EFI

Weight

6100/1790 lbs.

Weight

6100/1535 lbs.; 7200/1595 lbs.

		

6100/7200 824cc, Air-Cooled 90° V-Twin EFI

Overall Height/Length

51˝/ 91 ˝

Overall Height/Length

51˝/ 91˝

		

5400/6100 852cc, Air-Cooled V-Twin FX

Chute Up/Down Width

6100/63.5˝/75.5˝

Chute Up/Down Width

6100/63.5˝/75.5˝; 7200/74.5˝/86.5˝

DIMENSIONS

FEATURES

FEATURES

Cutting Widths

5400/54˝; 6100/61˝; 7200/72˝

Weight

5400/1410 lbs.; 6100/1445 lbs.; 7200/1480 lbs.

Overall Height/Length

53˝/ 92˝

Chute Up/Down Width
		

5400/56.5˝/68.5˝; 6100/63.5˝/75.5˝;
7200/74.5˝/86.5˝

Transmission
		

Hydro-Gear 16cc Pump;
Parker® 18ci Wheel Motors

Transmission
		

Hydro-Gear 16cc Pump;
Parker® 18ci Wheel Motors

Deck Thickness

1/4˝ Thick Solid Steel

Deck Thickness

1/4˝ Thick Solid Steel

Cutting Height

2˝–6˝ with adjustments to make 1˝–5˝

Cutting Height

2˝–6˝ with adjustments to make 1˝–5˝

Lift and Height Adjust
		

Foot-Assist Manual lift with Dial-Style height
adjustment. Optional electric lift

Lift and Height Adjust
		

Foot-Assist Manual lift with Dial-Style height
adjustment. Optional electric lift

Rear Tires/Front Tires

26x12-12 Turf /15x6-6 Smooth No Flat Front

Rear Tires/Front Tires

26x12-12 Turf /15x6-6 Smooth No Flat Front

Transmission
		

Hydro-Gear® 16cc Pump;
Parker® 18ci Wheel Motors

Fuel		

13 Gallons, Diesel

Fuel		

13 Gallons, Unleaded Gasoline

Deck Thickness

1/4˝ Thick Solid Steel

Ground Speed (forward)

Up to 13 mph

Ground Speed (forward)

Up to 13 mph

Cutting Height

2˝–6˝ with adjustments to make 1˝–5˝

Lift and Height Adjust
		

Foot-Assist Manual lift with Dial-Style height
adjustment. Optional electric lift

Rear Tires/Front Tires

26x12-12 Turf /15x6-6 Smooth

Fuel		

13 Gallons, Unleaded Gasoline

Ground Speed (forward)

Up to 13 mph

®

CLASSIC MODELS
AVAILABLE FOR A LIMITED TIME

Our Classic Outlaw XP and Classic
Diesel Series mowers featuring 61˝
to 72˝ deck widths are still available
while they last! Contact your dealer
for more information on two of our
popular professional class mowers.
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®

FEATURES

GO ONLINE FOR MORE SPECIFICATIONS AND
INFORMATION ON OUR COMPLETE MOWER LINEUP.
WWW.BADBOYMOWERS.COM
We also have 360° views of our mowers and all the features and benefits
that make Bad Boy zero-turn mowers the best in the business.
We’re constantly improving our products and specifications sometimes change!
For the latest specifications, model improvements and information, please visit our website.
©2019 Bad Boy Mowers. All Rights Reserved.

GASOLINE ENGINE OPTIONS

GASOLINE ENGINE OPTIONS

		

6100/7200 999cc, Air-Cooled V-Twin

4200/4800 726cc,, Air-Cooled V-Twin FX

		

6100/7200 993cc, Air-Cooled 90° V-Twin EFI

4200/4800 810cc, Air-Cooled 90° V-Twin EFI

		

5400/6100 852cc, Air-Cooled V-Twin FX

DIMENSIONS

		

5400/6100 824cc, Air-Cooled 90° V-Twin EFI

Cutting Widths

		

5400/6100 747cc, Air-Cooled Command

DIMENSIONS

4800/5400 726cc, Air-Cooled FX

DIMENSIONS
Cutting Widths

4800/48˝; 5400/54˝

4200/42˝; 4800/48˝

Weight

4800/905 lbs; 5400/925 lbs.

Weight

4200/990 lbs.; 4800/1005 lbs.

Overall Height/Length

48˝/63˝

Overall Height/Length

49˝/80˝

Chute Up/Down Width

4800/50.5˝/62.5˝; 5400/56.5˝/68.5˝

4200/47˝/56˝; 4800/54˝/61˝

FEATURES

Cutting Widths

5400/54˝; 6100/61˝; 7200/72˝

Chute Up/Down Width

Weight

5400/1270 lbs; 6100/1325 lbs.; 7200/1375 lbs.

FEATURES

Overall Height/Length

50˝/ 92˝

Transmission

Chute Up/Down Width
		

5400/56.5˝/68.5˝; 6100/63.5˝/75.5˝;
7200/74.5˝/86.5˝

FEATURES

GASOLINE ENGINE OPTIONS

Transmission

3400 Hydro-Gear® 12cc Integrated Transaxle

3400 Hydro-Gear® 12cc Integrated Transaxle

Deck Thickness

3/16˝ Thick Solid Steel

Deck Thickness

3/16˝ Thick Solid Steel

Cutting Height

2˝–5˝ with Deck Height Control System

Cutting Height

1.5˝–4.5˝ with Deck Height Control System

Lift and Height Adjust

Manual Lift

Rear Tires/Front Tires

23x9-12 Turf /13x6-6 Smooth

Fuel		

6.5 Gallons, Unleaded Gasoline

Ground Speed (forward)

Up to 10 mph

Transmission

4400 Hydro-Gear® 16cc Integrated Transaxle

Lift and Height Adjust
		

Foot-Assist Manual lift with Dial-Style height
adjustment. Optional electric lift

Deck Thickness

1/4˝ Thick Solid Steel

Rear Tires/Front Tires

23x8.5-10 Turf /13x6-6 Smooth

Cutting Height

1˝–5˝ with Deck Height Control System

Fuel		

6.5 Gallons, Unleaded Gasoline

Lift and Height Adjust
		

Foot-Assist Manual lift with Dial-Style height
adjustment. Optional electric lift

Ground Speed (forward)

Up to 9 mph

Rear Tires/Front Tires

24x12-12 Turf /13x6-6 Smooth

Fuel		

13 Gallons, Unleaded Gasoline

Ground Speed (forward)

Up to 12 mph

FIND THE DEALER NEAREST YOU
WITH OUR ONLINE DEALER LOCATOR
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GASOLINE ENGINE OPTIONS

		

GASOLINE ENGINE OPTIONS

GASOLINE ENGINE OPTIONS

4800/5400/6000 688cc, Air-Cooled

4800/5400/6000 726cc, Air-Cooled FR

		

4800/ 5400 726cc, Air-Cooled FR

4800/5400/6000 726cc, Air-Cooled FS

5400/6000 747cc, Air-Cooled Pro 7000

		

4800/ 5400 725cc, Air-Cooled PRO 7000

4800 725cc, Air-Cooled 7000

DIMENSIONS

4800/5400/6000 747cc, Air-Cooled Confidant

DIMENSIONS

		

DIMENSIONS

Cutting Widths

4800/48˝; 5400/54˝

Cutting Widths

4800/48˝; 5400/54˝; 6000/60˝

Cutting Widths

4800/48˝; 5400/54˝; 6000/60˝

Weight

4800/671 lbs.; 5400/696 lbs.

Weight

4800/862 lbs; 5400/871 lbs.; 6000/925 lbs.

Weight

4800/788 lbs; 5400/823 lbs.; 6000/841 lbs.

Overall Height/Length

42˝/ 76˝

Overall Height/Length

47˝/80˝

Overall Height/Length

46˝/ 74 1/2˝

Chute Up/Down Width

4800/54˝/61˝; 5400/58˝/67˝

Chute Up/Down Width

4800/54˝/61˝; 5400/58˝/67˝; 6000/64˝/73˝

Chute Up/Down Width

4800/54˝/61˝; 5400/58˝/67˝; 6000/64˝/73˝

FEATURES

FEATURES

FEATURES

Transmission

EZT Integrated Unit

Transmission

3200 Hydro-Gear 10cc Integrated Transaxle

Transmission

3100 Hydro-Gear 10cc Integrated Transaxle

Deck Thickness

3/16˝ Thick Solid Steel

Deck Thickness

3/16˝ Thick Solid Steel

Deck Thickness

3/16˝ Thick Solid Steel

Cutting Height

1.5˝–4.5˝ Deck Height Control System

Cutting Height

1.5˝–4.5˝ with Deck Height Control System

Cutting Height

1.5˝–4.5˝ with Deck Height Control System

Lift and Height Adjust
		

Foot-Assist Manual lift with Dial-Style height 		
adjustment. Optional electric lift

Lift and Height Adjust
		

Foot-Assist Manual lift with Dial-Style height 		
adjustment. Optional electric lift

Lift and Height Adjust
		

Foot-Assist Manual lift with Dial-Style height 		
adjustment. Optional electric lift

Rear Tires/Front Tires

18x9.5-8 Turf /11x6-5 Smooth

Rear Tires/Front Tires
4800/23x8.5-12 Turf / 13x6.5-6 Smooth
Exclusive Reaper Tires on 5400/6000/23x11-12 Turf / 13x6.5-6 Smooth

Rear Tires/Front Tires

4800/22x10-10 Turf / 13x6-6 Smooth

Fuel		

5 Gallons, Unleaded Gasoline

Ground Speed (forward)

Up to 6 mph

Fuel		

6.5 Gallons, Unleaded Gasoline

Fuel		

6.5 Gallons, Unleaded Gasoline

Ground Speed (forward)

Up to 9 mph

Ground Speed (forward)

Up to 7 mph

®

5400/6000/22x11-10 Turf / 13x6-6 Smooth

WE’RE STOCKED WITH PARTS!
CONTACT US ONLINE!
DOWNLOAD MOWER MANUALS FOR
ANY OF OUR MOWERS RIGHT ONLINE!
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PUSH MOWERS

WE MAKE IT EVEN EASIER
TO TAKE CONTROL OF YOUR
BAD BOY MOWER
GASOLINE ENGINE OPTIONS

GASOLINE ENGINE OPTIONS

4200 725cc, Air-Cooled PRO 7000
4200 541cc, Air-Cooled

DIMENSIONS

2500/2100 179cc, Air-Cooled FJ 180
Cutting Widths

2500/25˝; 2100/21˝

Weight

2500/136 lbs; 2100/123 lbs

Cutting Widths

4200/42˝

Overall Height/Length

2500/39˝/67˝; 2100/39˝/62˝

Weight

4200/640 lbs

Overall Width

2500/25˝; 2100/21˝

Overall Height/Length

42˝/ 76˝

FEATURES

Chute Up/Down Width

4200/47˝/56˝

Transmission

Two-Speed

Deck Thickness

14 Gauge Thick Solid Steel

FEATURES
Transmission

EZT Integrated Unit

Cutting Height

1˝–4.5˝ Height Control System

Deck Thickness

3/16˝ Thick Solid Steel

Lift and Height Adjust

Lever-Action Manual

Cutting Height

1.5˝–4.5˝ with Deck Height Control System

Rear Tires/Front Tires

9˝ Non-Pneumatic

Lift and Height Adjust
		

Foot-Assist Manual lift with Dial-Style height 		
adjustment. Optional electric lift

Fuel		

0.5 Gallons, Unleaded Gasoline

Rear Tires/Front Tires

18x8.5-8 Turf /11x4-5 Smooth

Fuel		

5 Gallons, Unleaded Gasoline

Ground Speed (forward)

Up to 6 mph

CHECK OUT ALL OF YOUR FINANCING OPTIONS RIGHT
ONLINE OR SEE YOUR DEALER FOR MORE DETAILS
That’s right, it’s never been easier to own a
Bad Boy Mower. We have partnered with
some of the industry’s most respectable

GOT QUESTIONS?
MR. KNOW-IT-ALL HAS THE ANSWERS!
CHECK OUT MAINTENANCE, OPERATING
AND SERVICE TIPS AT
WWW.BADBOYMOWERS.COM

financial institutions to bring you money saving
financing offers to help you get in the driver’s
seat of your own Bad Boy Mower. Check out
our financing offers on our website and then
contact your Authorized Bad Boy Dealer for
even more information and to apply.
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WE’RE HAVING A BALL WITH
OUR SPORTS SPONSORSHIPS
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FIRST, WE’RE SHOWCASING
OUR MOWERS IN PARADISE.

NEXT, WE’RE OFF TO BATTLE
PIRATES IN TAMPA BAY.

We’re proud as the Title Sponsor

There’s just nothing like the

for the prestigious Battle 4

excitement of NCAA football and

Atlantis—held at the incredible

Bowl Season on ESPN Networks!

Atlantis Resort in beautiful Nassau,

Coming off a hugely successful

Bahamas—to deliver the very

first year sponsoring the Bad Boy

best NCAA Basketball action to

Mowers Gasparilla Bowl, we’ve

viewers across the nation during

committed to making it even

Thanksgiving week. Featuring

bigger and badder, by moving

powerhouse programs from around

it to Raymond James Stadium,

the country and shown live across

and home to the Tampa Bay

the flagship ESPN network, we’re

Buccaneers. Marshall University

introducing the Bad Boy brand to

and the Thundering Herd rumbled

sports fans and basketball fanatics

into Tampa Bay against the

everywhere. Last year’s winner,

University of South Florida Bulls

Villanova, went on to win the

for a classic shootout with Marshall

National Championship. So congrats

taking the win in an exciting 38-20

to this year’s winner, Virginia. You’re

victory in national primetime

off to a great start for the year!

coverage on the ESPN Network.

IT WAS A PRETTY BIG DEAL FOR
US TO BE FEATURED ON THE TV
SERIES ‘SMALL TOWN BIG DEAL.’
The popular syndicated television
show paid a visit to our plant, located
in our very own small town of
Batesville, Arkansas, and took a good
look at part of the great local work ethic that makes us so special. Hosts
Jann Carl and Rodney Miller showed up at our Annual Dealer Meeting,
giving us a great opportunity to introduce our product, people and attitude
to a whole new audience and show off the place that started it all.

TURNS OUT THEY WERE ALSO INTERESTED IN
ONE OF OUR MANY OTHER INTERESTS
While they were in Batesville, Jann and Rodney became particularly interested in our partnership
with Camp Southern Ground, a passion project of artist Zac Brown. Zac tracked us down
through our association with Willie Nelson and asked if we’d be interested in
helping out with his camp. We jumped at the chance, and now supply new
mowers every year to help keep
the 400 acre property looking
great. More than the typical camp,
its mission is to provide extraordinary
experiences for children to recognize and
magnify the unique gifts within
themselves and others in order
to profoundly impact the world.
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WE’LL SEE YOU AROUND
BAD BOY IS GROWING THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY—DEALER BY DEALER AND STATE BY STATE.
Our dealers are critical to our success in delivering you the very best value around. By
supplying our dealer network directly, and working closely with them in support and
service, you not only get the benefit of better pricing, you also get to know some pretty
terrific people along the way. We also take our show on the road—to trade shows, open
houses and expos—or wherever we find an opportunity to expand and introduce new
folks to our mowers—and Bad Boy country.

OUR ANNUAL DEALER MEETING draws from
all over the country to see new products
and meet up with old friends.

A great place to find the latest information,
specifications and even answers to questions
from our very own Mr. Know-It-All, visit us
on the web at www.badboymowers.com.
We’ll show you everything you need to know
about our mowers—and even point you in the
direction of your nearest dealer.
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WE’RE ESPECIALLY SOCIAL AROUND HERE. And as much as we want you to
see what’s up with us, we’d also like to see your Bad Boy Country! Take a pic

IN BAD BOY COUNTRY

and post it up with the hashtag #badboycountry—and who knows, you
might find yourself with a little Bad Boy swag. After all, we believe if you like us
online, you’re going to love our mowers even more on your turf. In fact, we love
to see a huge number of owners, future owners and tire kickers seeking us out
on the web and across social media. Because we’re trying to make it as easy
as possible for you to know just about anything and everything there is about
Bad Boy Mowers—anywhere you happen to be.
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www.badboymowers.com
102 Industrial Drive • Batesville, AR 72501 • 866-622-3269

